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opening remarks

we thank committee for early posting of questions
we would like to start DBB and 35W front-end 
fabrication

people with expertise available now
we would like committee to assess 

maturity of design
risk involved in early fabrication
possible refurbishments required for these items after 
PSL final design review

we have not answered the QA questions
need to understand the questions/suggestions better
we have to assess which of the suggestions we can follow 
with the given resources 
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A: Please give us a complete picture of what is being reused from initial LIGO (including 
electronics). Not only actual hardware, but also if there are designs that are being reused. 

This info should be included in the PD document too.

initial LIGO hardware
reference cavity including vacuum container, pumps, 
pressure gauges

do Ion pumps need to be regenerated ? 
frequency shifter (EOM, AOM, VCO) 

VCO might undergo revision
tidal actuator (including electronics)
4 x 6HU crates
electronic racks
optical table

enhanced LIGO design 
table top frequency servo –TT-FSS

enhanced LIGO hardware
35W front end (after refurbishment)
chiller 
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B: Give us a complete list and/or diagram of what is in the US scope and what is in the 
Germany scope. Where does maintenance fall? This info should be included in the PD 

document too.

scope is defined in the attachment of the LIGO-
AEI MOU and in the WBS
US scope

outer-loop power stabilization
RT control system (field boxes AEI, AA / AI LIGO)
Racks, measurement equipment (FFT analyzer, scopes 
portable power meters, beam analyzer, IR viewer, IR 
cards, …)
rooms, tubes for cooling water, communication fibers
cleanroom equipment, flow boxes, air shower,  clothes
laser safety equipment (access control, safety glasses)

maintenance is US scope (according to MOU)
we do not understand why this should go into PDD
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Appendix AEI-LIGO MOU (LIGO- M060296-01-M)

PSL No 1
NPRO

2W Mephisto Lasersystem (Innolight) including laser head, power supply and control 
electronic
miscellaneous (cables, fiber, mounts, mirrors, auxiliary electronics, …)

35W Amplifier
laser head
laser head temperature controller
laser diode (LD) box
optical fibers for pump-light delivery
LD power supply
LD current and temperature controller
front-end breadboard including beam conditioning components
miscellaneous (cables, fiber, mounts, mirrors, auxiliary electronics, …) 

200W high power oscillator
laser oscillator including laser heads, polarization and birefringence control
crystal temperature controller
laser diode boxes
optical fibers for pump-light delivery
LD power supply
LD current and temperature controller
optical isolator
miscellaneous (cables, fiber, mounts, mirrors, auxiliary electronics, …)
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injection locking system
optomechanical components
electro optical components
injection locking control electronics
miscellaneous (cables, computer control equipment, …)

spatial filtering system (PMC)
ring resonator
optomechanical components
electro optical components
length and alignment control electronics
miscellaneous (cables, computer control equipment, …)

diagnostic breadboard
beam diagnostic breadboard
diagnostic and control electronics
miscellaneous (cables, computer control equipment, …)

power stabilization system
optomechanical components
electro optical components
power stabilization electronics miscellaneous (cables, computer control 
equipment, …)

frequency stabilization system
optomechanical components
electro optical components
frequency stabilization electronics

laser safety equipment
laser beam shutter
optomechanical components
electro optical components
laser safety electronics
miscellaneous (cables, computer control equipment, …)
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…. C: How could we get something like a 1 W beam, with the right spatial parameters, out of the PSL? 
Also, in the 16 W low power mode, how is the 20 W transmitted beam dumped

the spatial mode of the PSL is 
defined by the PMC and we do 
not see any thermal effects in 
the high power PMC
one could put a partially 
reflecting mirror into the path 
before the PMC and dump the 
reflection of this mirror on a 
power meter
the shutter in the oscillator 
will be able dump more than 
20W

either the shutter itself will be 
water cooled or 
the light will be reflected by 
the shutter to a water cooled 
power meter
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D: Repair. What are the more likely failure modes for the PSL, and the estimated time to repair for 
those modes?

PMC transmission degrades
mitigation

replace PMC
degradation should appear slowly -> replacement can 
be done in scheduled maintenance time

PSL electronics fails
mitigation

replace with spare
replacement and tuning should be possible within 1 
day



HPL – system overview
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HPL – more likely failures
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More likely failures:



NPRO failure

Cause: ?

Action: • Replace 35W MOPA with spare
• Realign spare 35W MOPA
• Verify 35W MOPA beam parameters
• Check mode-matching to slave laser

Duration: ~ 2 days



Pump diode failure (35W MOPA / Slave laser)

Cause: Natural degradation of emitter material / electrical or 
optical failure

Action: • Depending on age of pump diodes:
• „Young“ diodes: replace single diode 
• „Old“ diodes: replace complete diode box

with spare
• Verify output power and spectrum parameters

Duration: ~ 1 day



35W MOPA: laser crystal failure

Cause: Dust on crystal surface

Action: • Replace 35W MOPA with spare
• Realign spare 35W MOPA
• Verify 35W MOPA beam parameters
• Check mode-matching to slave laser
• Repair: depending on expertise of on-site staff:

• Well trained staff: exchange crystal, 
realign MOPA

• Inexperienced staff: send MOPA for repair

Duration: ~ 2 days



Slave: Output coupler failure

Cause: Dust on mirror surface

Action: • Exchange output coupler
• Align output coupler
• Check high power slave laser cavity alignment
• Verify beam position and quality with PMC

Duration: ~ 1 day



Slave: Laser crystal failure

Cause: Dust on laser crystal surface

Action: • Depending on expertise of on-site personnel:
• Well trained staff: exchange crystal, spare pump-

chamber with mounted crystal or exchange 
complete laser head (prealigned)

• Inexperienced staff: Replace slave laser with 
spare

• Realign high power slave laser cavity following 
documented procedure

• Check operating point (output power, beam profile, 
beat signal on PD)

• Lock laser system to front-end (check error signals)
• Check mode matching to PMC

Duration: ~ 3 days (exchange crystal etc.)
~ 5 days (replace slave laser with spare)



Slave: Fiber bundle failure

Cause: Absorption at fiber bundle tip / broken fiber / damaged 
SMA fiber connector at pump end

Action: • Replace fiber bundle with spare
• Replace homogenizer
• If pump optics are contaminated: replace pump 

lenses
• Realign fiber bundle / pump optics
• Check operating point
• Check mode matching to PMC
• Disassemble damaged fiber bundle and send it for 

rework

Duration: ~ 1 day



Water leakage

Cause: ?

Action: • Seal leak and replace leaking component
• If leakage outside of laser box: nothing more to do
• If inside laser box: check which component got wet
• Depending on severity:

• Clean components
• Exchange MOPA/Slave with spare

Duration: < 1 day (outside)
~  3-5 days (inside of amplifier or slave box)
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E: Risks. Go through the PSL risk registry items and review their status
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AdL risk registry – PSL part
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AdL risk registry – PSL part
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F: Go through the testing plan from here through final design phase. Point out what happens at LZH, 
AEI, Caltech, etc.

engineering prototype (final design phase) (The original plan was to test this laser at 
LASTI).

1. test full cooling concept (long water tubes, use same chiller models as planned 
for the observatories, these chillers will later be used for the reference system)

2. test performance with long fibers
3. test full PSL computer control system (Beckhoff, RTLinux control and Beckhoff-

Linux interface) at AEI
4. run for several month in 24/7 mode with regular DBB runs similar to NPRO long 

term testing
5. test for obvious glitches in temporal behavior (power, frequency, PMC 

transmission) 
6. test all elements of system for support of the PSL Safety Plan
7. install and test outer power stabilization loop with servo and diodes provided by 

LIGO, two diodes similar to the ones to be used as the observatories are required 
as in-loop and out of loop detector

8. measure pointing-RIN coupling of outer loop diodes
9. test sensing noise performance of outer loop photodiode downstream of 

suspended cavity (either at AEI in Hannover, LASTI, Hanford 2k or 40m)
10. test of a power outage and re-supply to check for an orderly shut down  and no 

accidental re-appearance of light
11. test for cross couplings and possible instabilities of FSS and ISS during 

simultaneous operation (including couplings due introduced by the PMC)
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F: Go through the testing plan from here through final design phase. Point out what happens at LZH, 
AEI, Caltech, etc.

35W front end test

a. operate for several weeks 24/7 mode at LZH to test stability of output 
power and general performance

b. test shipment procedure (boxes, agents, customs declarations, FDA, …) 
(may perform some shaking tests to identify critical components) 

c. test 110V operation
d. long term test of laser at Caltech
e. adapt and test initial LIGO ISS with new laser and actuator
f. test first version of the power stabilization outer-loop photodiode
g. measure noise performance 
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F: Go through the testing plan from here through final design phase. Point out what happens at LZH, 
AEI, Caltech, etc.

reference system 
1. initial performance test with internal DBB
2. long term test in Hannover

a. characterize spatial beam profile and pointing with diagnostic breadboard 
(DBB)

b. measure frequency noise with DBB 
c. measure power noise with DBB

observatory lasers
1. initial performance test with internal DBB after fabrication in Hannover
2. acceptance test at observatory after shipment 
3. performance test after installation on PSL table in LEVA (only if 

acceptance test was performed in optics lab)

a. performance test with DBB after fabrication in Hannover
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G: Are some or all of the high power PSL beam paths to be enclosed with tubes? Have the pros and 
cons of doing so been considered ?

no final decision yet
pros: 

avoids passing the high power beam with hand or equipment
however, table layout designed such that high power beam is in 
center of table,

cons: 
additional complexity, risk to damage components while handling 
tubes
scattering
vibrations coupled to table due to tube resonances /organ pipes

unknowns:
Is particle count small enough such that glitch rate is negligible ?
To reduce particle count purged air system is better than tubes. 
Does it introduce too high refractive index fluctuations? 

? What is the main driver for tubes?
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H: Loop gain monitors. We find we need to adjust the gain of the FSS every few months or so to 
maintain the desired ugf for this loop….Similarly, loop gain monitors for the ISS and PMC servos 

should also be implemented. We can discuss more what we have in mind at the review.

we will provide three function generators 
(with option to lock to master clock) for 
calibration lines to be injected into FSS, ISS, 
and PMC servo

frequencies within loop bandwidth, TBD
amplitude TBD
additional AWG lines can be used during 
maintenance intervals during automatic “health-
monitoring runs”   
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I: List all the locations where PSL beam power is monitored (include this in thePDD too).

NPRO power 
right before injection into 35W amplifier (relaxation 
oscillation monitor diode)

35W laser 
continuously in DBB path
optional with DBB

200W laser:
injection locking diode (in laser box)
optional with DBB
PMC transmission (RPN diode)
PMC locking
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PSl layout
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J: PMC design. Give us a more detailed look at the PMC design (e.g., what is the body made of? What 
is its shape? What does the chamber look like? Thermal actuator design). 
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J: The ISC design is now working with 100 ma of detected power on some of their photodetectors, and 
at the level the RF noise looks a little marginal. Could the PMC be designed to give another factor of 2-

3 filtering at 9 MHz? : How about using a 4-mirror bowtie design, where the optical path can be 
essentially doubled in the same physical space? 

constraints on length with 
current table layout, if we 
want to allow for IO beam 
measurements with DBB
4 mirror bowtie might be 
possible

astigmatism higher
additional and test effort

could try to increase 
Finesse by factor 2

thermal loading experiments 
with 180 FPT and DBB 
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FPT- before and after PMC
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rf-RIN of the AdvLIGO NPROs
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J: Will the PMC output beam parameters change much in going from low to high power modes?

35 W laser behind F=380 PMC
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K: Power fluctuations. Fig. 18 shows 15% pk-pk variations compared with the target of 1e-4; how do 
you get from here to there? 

reduce the free 
running noise

improved diagnostics to 
find main noise source
choose more stable 
operation point 

use feedback control
actuator with large 
enough range 

180W pump source
PMC
AOM
evanescent field 
prism 
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K: Fig. 17 seems to show higher noise after the PMC than before; what is going on here? Fig. 37 has a 
spectral peak with some wide shoulders at 50 MHz; what are these due to and will they be eliminated? 

Also longer term: did you look at effects of environment temperature and humidity?

higher RPN after PMC due to 
cross coupling
strong coupling between 
180W RPN and PMC error 
signal
strong coupling between RPN 
and IJL error signal
needs further investigaions
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K: Fig. 37 has a spectral peak with some wide shoulders at 50 MHz; what are these due to and will they 
be eliminated? Also longer term: did you look at effects of environment temperature and humidity?

we have strongly increased diagnostic on laser table to 
understand the temperature dependence of the 180W laser
dedicated long term tests are planned for in schedule
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L:ISS outer loop sensing. Is this (in-vac) sensor planned to be one or two PDs? We suggest this be two 
PDs with a 50/50 splitter, so comparisons can be made. 

the plan is to use two diode for out-of-loop 
sensing
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L:There is also the more recent idea of using the IFO reflected report beam for the outer loop. Can the 
ISS be made to accept the sensor/s at either location?

OAC sensing has to be investigated 
for AdL baseline
could be DC signal of IFO common-
mode sensing diode
gain factor depends on 
mode/impedance matching / 
sideband power
modecleaner cavity to get rid of SBs ?
could be tested in EnL already 

Kwee et al, Opt. Lett. 33, No. 13, p 1509f (2008)
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M:How do you plan on reducing the higher order mode content of the high power output beam (p15 of 
PDD)? How well do you think you can do?
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2. DRD. Table 3 gives the RIN requirement and the corresponding induced motion in the 0.1-
10 Hz band, but Table 2 gives the seismic motion only in a limited part of this band, so it is not 
clear how consistent these are. Then sec 5.2 of the PDD gives a different set of control band 

requirements. So this all needs to be made consistent

get rms[0.1-1Hz] for MC and TM

use this formula to calculated 
requirement

update PDD numbers 
accordingly
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8. Pointing spec (p8 DRD and Table 5 PDD); the formula should use beam size and
theta = lambda/pi/omega, instead of waist and far field divergence angle.
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21. RF modulation frequency for oscillator PDH locking (p19 of PDD). Given the potential for 
higher order modes in the 30-50 MHz region, it seems prudent to choose something outside 

that band (ie, not 35.5 MHz). Perhaps 25 MHz, since we use that in iLIGO

Is there an advantage in using the same modulation frequency 
as in initial LIGO?
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22. Enclosures and such. …What’s the plan for deciding whether to include acoustic 
enclosures for the PSL tables? …

main goal of enclosure is 
cleanliness and laser safety 
(808nm radiation)
we plan to take 
precautions in the room 
design to allow for a later 
installation of acoustic 
shielding
include acoustic damping 
measures in room design
find acoustic coupling 
paths during EnL -> reduce 
coupling
limit acoustic noise sources 
in LAE
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23. Low power mode. Somebody is going to come up with a reason to want more than 16 W. 
Consider a way to make the full MOPA power (35 W) available

we do not see a good way 
to make 35W available for 
fast turn-arounds between 
200W and 35W
with a one day effort 
output coupler of high 
power stage can be 
change to HR mirror if 
35W will be required for 
longer periods of time
in case 35W are required 
with fast turn-arounds use 
IO attenuator
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QA questions (1)

1: I noticed there was a statement on investigating effects of temp and 
humidity. Do we have a specifics on the ranges for test? We should ensure 
that all the test plans written for this system has statements of temp and 
humidity requirements.

When we do the test we will of course try to test the relevant range to be 
expected at the sites. If we can not change humidity / temp far enough we 
will project the results.

2: I received some info from Benno on the breadboard, need to ensure we 
setup periodic tests on this as well and certify it is functioning properly 
prior to laser tests. Function generators, arbitrary waveform generators, 
scopes, signal analyzers all need to be calibrated at all test sites, and 
verified.

How many layers do we need to certify? The DBB is only provided to test the 
PSL to recognize trends / drifts and to get a quick info in case of a failure. 
The main functionality of the PSL will be tested by the IFO.

3: Do we have any data on RF interference? High mHz to low gHz ranges, do 
these have any measureable effect on the PSL system?

We do not have data. How should we test RF interference?
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QA questions (2)

4: Audits need to be done for calibration programs, cleanliness. Will need to 
work with Benno to design audits, and schedule. Is there an expectation 
with the teams in Hannover that we may perform these audits? How 
sensitive would they be to this? Timing?

We can’t set hard requirements on cleanliness. What kind of audits has Mick in 
mind? 

5: Clearly outline a section on Inspection processes, participants. What 
inspections will be required at what stage? Who will attend inspections? 
What are the focus areas of each inspection? What is the follow up process 
for deficiencies? Ensure we generate an inspection report and post to DCC.

We kind of inspections?
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QA questions (3)

6: We are developing a defect tracking system and I would like to have the test 
and inspection teams all use this tool to track issues through final 
disposition. As the system is being developed I would like to interface with 
a team member to ensure we capture fields needed for PSL. We will write 
a brief instruction manual, and I will provide tracking support, moderation, 
to ensure we dispose of issues in a timely manner, whether it is repair, 
replace, defer, etc. It will be important to use this for even human errors 
so we can generate a "Lessons Learned" document on the fly.

Might be a good thing. Who is the test and inspection team. What is a defect?
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Advanced LIGO pre-stabilized laser system
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Interfaces 
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PSL table layout
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computer control - overview 
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Functional PT at LZH
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35W reference system at AEI
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PZT

PZT M2

PZT M1

Laser

PD

beam diagnostic setup
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beam scan of 35W laser filtered by PMC

Finesse: 361 ± 0.5
higher order mode power: 0.18% ±0.01%
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Frequency Fluctuations PMC
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Power noise measurement

Detected photo current: 3mA

Equivalent photo current: 702mA
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DBB – acceptable beam parameters
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